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 The informal sector which incorporates the 

traditional retail market is the single largest 

employer and contributor to the Ghanaian 

economy 

 The market, like Chieftaincy, is an institution – At 

least once a week every Ghanaian household 

makes contact with the market. 

 In smaller communities it is the ‘communication’ 

centre

 The population is becoming more urban - 40% 

[10% growth as at the 2000 Census]

environmental context 



 Urbanization is helping to drive the demand for 
convenience products particularly in the food sector

 Last 10 years has seen an increase in the processing 
and packaging of traditional food 

 The formal retail sector has been the selected route to 
the consumer

 The success rate has ranged from very modest to 
failure

 Why has the market woman -single most important 
contact with the Ghanaian consumer - not been 
formally brought on board in marketing convenience 
products?

environmental context 



 The Dutch Wax Print is today part of the Ghanaian 

tradition - a testimony to the successful collaboration 

between the early European traders and the market 

women

 Could the success story in the textile sector be replicated 

for convenience food products?

 This was the start of our search to understand the 

dynamics of marketing in the Traditional African Market 

and how modern marketers could successful buy into it 

to make packaged traditional food acceptable to the 

Ghanaian consumer

environmental context



environmental context 

The story that follows tells the interesting marketing 

skills that reside in the traditional African market 

and the similarities in the tools employed by 

modern marketing



retail landscape

Retail trade in West Africa mainly informal 

 Low prevalence of modern retail facilities

 over 95% of retail trade thru’ informal outlets [GAMPS 

2003]

 Outlets represented by:

 Traditional market stalls [81%]

 Table-top [6.6]

 Kiosk/corner shop [2.8]

 Hawkers [2.8]



kiosk



market stall



corner shop



table top



hawker



the traditional African market



the traditional African market
characteristics & heritage

 Venue for 

 trading 

 bargaining

 Social intercourse

 friendship

 Information/gossip

 Cultural

 barter



•Convenience

•Easy access

•Wide range of products

•Main source of farm-fresh produce

•Relatively cheaper prices

•Lower overheads for retailer

•Opportunity to bargain

the offer



the non-label environment 





Driven by high consumer preference for unprocessed 

produce

what’s available? 

Maize

Tubers

Suckers

Artisanal cooking oils 

kernel]

Fish

Legumes

Meat

Also

Branded food, HC & PC 

products

Clothing

Footwear

etc



if the market woman can succeed in the fierce 

competitive environment in the unbranded 

produce sector to create loyal customers then 

it is possible to use them as a reliable ally in 

driving change among consumers

our thinking



 To ascertain the purchase drivers of ‘shoppers’ in 

traditional African markets 

 to understanding the different ways in which ‘shoppers’

decide on ‘retailers’ in the markets, and the factors that

influence their decisions

 to examine the dynamics at play at each stage of the

buying process

 to establish the reasons or the drivers for this behaviour

 to ascertain the mode of operation of retailers in the

informal sector and the next steps to build partnership in

driving the marketing of convenience products.

what we wanted to do



 We visited a number of traditional markets

 spoke to some market queens [leaders] and ordinary 

retailers

 number of focus group discussions with market 

mummies 

 in-depth interviews with consumers who were 

responsible for taking decisions on what was 

bought for their households  

 interviews conducted after we had accompanied them 

on their shopping trip

what we did



what we found out



dynamics

The market is demarcated, with the retailers of same 

produce grouped together in one location

Like departments in a supermarket

this leads to 

•fierce competition

•Better value for consumers

•Ease of finding produce



Same 

•produce

•Source [usually]

•Price

What is the differentiator? 

In the face of so much choice how does the 

consumer make a decision? 







building blocks for ‘branding’ 

•Merchandising 

•Products are arranged to 

catch buyers’ attention

•Advertising

•Catching buyers’ 

attention

• calling out price & 

quality/bell ringing/ hand 

waving



buyers’ considerations:

•Quality of produce

•Value for money

•Personality of retailer

•Cheerful

•Caring attitude

the choice 



•Consistency in

•Retailer personality 

•supported by 

•good quality produce

•Freshness

•Taste

•Source 

[for some products]

•‘good’ [cheap] pricing

The ‘brand’ crystallises into the 

‘customer’ relationship

building the ‘brand’ 



- bonding factors 

•Credit facilities

•Honesty

•Added value

•A relationship beyond retailer/seller



strength of bonding

•Stretches from Not so strong

“If the quality of her produce is not what I want I’ll buy from 

the seller with the best”

“it is good to keep two or three customers [retailers]”

To

•very strong

“I will reserve the best quality 

produce for my customer”

“There are customers I have 

had for over eleven years”



strength of bonding

•The relationship builds beyond retailer\buyer

•characteristics of a social relationship

•the relationship develops the to the point where they 

will attend 

•Funerals

•child naming ceremonies 

of each others’ families; 

•exchanging gifts

•showing concern about the 

health of each others’ family 

members

•generally behaving as friends 

towards one another.



emotional drivers

•identification

something in the seller’s personality and physical 

appearance that she identifies with

•familiarity & affinity

The seller anticipates buyer’s needs, 

predicting when the customer will 

come to the market and what 

quantity of the product/produce she 

will buy



•Attachment

“I will not buy when my regular retailer is not there. I 

will use the little I have at home”

“I will buy a small amount if it is very necessary”

•Trust

•Security in the ‘known’

•Comfort in familiarity

•Authority

•a source of knowledge of other produce available in 

the market

•some shoppers will trust their weekly grocery 

shopping to the retailer. 

emotional drivers



functional drivers - unbranded produce 

market

•Quality

•Freshness of produce

•Sight

•Feel

•Value for money

•Availability of credit facilities



+

The same factors drive the 

marketing of branded products 

and products in the non-label 

environment

•Equity, built on functional and  

emotional benefits

•Consistent quality and pricing

The retailer’s ‘personality’ is at 

the centre in the non-label 

environment

learnings



consumer                conservative

But 

rapid urbanisation 

adoption of new lifestyles

More and more the market is being driven by convenience

tapping into the non-labels environment



How do we tap into the positive attributes of 

the ‘personality’ for the benefit of our 

clients?



The market women and their success 

in ‘creating brands’ with their 

personality and the emotional 

connection constitute a powerful 

asset for marketing that would be 

worthwhile tapping into on a much 

more planned basis. 

our challenge



•to build on the equity created by the informal 

retailer 

•partner them in driving attitudinal and 

behavioural change 

•towards the successful mass marketing of 

products

•concept

•product development

•communication 

•distribution

the next steps



thank you


